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INTRODUCTION 

What do you do when 2D imaging won’t work?  Because the part isn’t always laying flat?  Because 

you need a measurement of height?  Or there is no contrast between the part and its background? 

The answer is 3D imaging. 

If you are active in machine vision, there is a very good chance you will work on one or more projects 

requiring 3D imaging. 

This paper examines the 3D imaging techniques in use today or that will become in use in the near 

future. It looks first at true 3D imaging, or volumetric imaging, where the entire image space volume is 

characterized. While volumetric imaging is very useful in certain situations, medical imaging is one 

very large use for it, it is used only rarely in industrial imaging. The paper delves more deeply into 

topographic imaging, sometimes called 2½D imaging where only the visible surface is mapped in 

three-dimensions. Even through most deployed machine vision systems use 2D imaging, 

topographical imaging is also commonly used in machine vision. 

The mention of any company or the use of a photo of any company’s product is not an endorsement 

for that company or their product. There is no existing relationship with any company mentioned in this 

paper or whose product is shown for illustration purposes. Likewise, the omission of any company’s 

name or product photo is not a negative reflection on that company. 
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VOLUMETRIC IMAGING 

True 3D imaging represents the property of the 

scene imaged for every point in a volume. Figure 1 

illustrates a cube where every element of the cube, 

called a voxel, which is an appellation of volume 

element, has an X, Y, and Z location plus some 

property. 

This parallels 2D imaging where every element, 

pixel, has an X and Y location plus the property 

imaged. 

Some common examples of volumetric imaging are: 
 Ultrasound 
 Computed tomography (CT) 
 Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
 Laminography 

This paper looks briefly at these four technologies 

before covering topographic imaging in more detail. 

ULTRASOUND 
Ultrasound is used widely in medical 

imaging. It is preferred as a lower cost 

option to other volumetric imaging 

modalities. It is also preferred to other 

modalities since it does not use ionizing 

radiation such as x-rays. 

Ultrasound has been used for industrial 

applications, for example, inspecting for 

weld integrity in place of x-ray imaging. 

Because of the difficulty in coupling sound 

energy into and out of a part, which requires the use of a grease or water, it has not found much use 

in other industrial applications. 

Figure 1 -- Volumetric Cube 

Figure 2 -- Ultrasound Image 
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COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY (CT) 
 CT scans are very popular in medical 

imaging for looking volumetrically at density 

changes (e.g., muscle to bone). CT uses x-

ray imaging where the imaging is swept all 

around the subject. Extensive computation 

is used to combine all the individual x-ray 

images into a volumetric image that gives 

more detail than a standard 2D x-ray image. 

CT imaging equipment is very expensive, is 

time consuming to use, and uses ionizing 

radiation (x-rays). It has been used some in 

off-line quality investigations (e.g., looking at 

an assembled automobile transmission to 

confirm correct assembly or checking a 

casting for porosity). But widespread use in industry is not practical. 

MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING (MRI) 
MRI uses the dipole properties of a water 

molecule. When exposed to an extremely 

strong magnetic field, water molecules 

respond to radio frequency imaging. In 

medical imaging, it is capable of 

differentiating soft tissues that differ in their 

water content and do not give contrast on a 

CT scan. 

MRI requires an extremely high magnetic 

field using an electromagnet with 

superconductivity for its coil. Thus, MRI devices need to be cooled with liquid helium continuously. 

The strong magnetic field makes it impractical to use with most metals. MRI is also very expensive to 

purchase and operate and very slow to get useable results. Thus, its use in industry is limited to the 

study of chemicals and compounds. 

Figure 3 -- CT Scan of an Abdomen 

Figure 4 -- MRI Images of a Brain 
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LAMINOGRAPHY 
 Laminography, which is a simplified form of CT 

scanning, is used in industry. In CT scanning, the 

x-ray source and the detector must be moved 

around the subject as well as translated along 

the subject. In lamiography, the source and 

detector are translated in opposite directions on 

either side of the subject; rotation around the 

subject is not needed. Therefore, laminography 

is limited to relatively flat subjects such as 

printed circuit boards. 

Several companies are offering laminography 

systems to image assembled printed circuit 

boards to verify the solder balls under integrated 

circuits correctly deformed to make a good 

electrical connection. 

  

Figure 5 -- Laminography Imaging Solder Balls 
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TOPOGRAPHIC IMAGING 

Topographic imaging looks at points on the surface of a scene and returns three-dimensional 

coordinate for each imaged point. Some implementations of topographic imaging also return a 2D 

gray-scale or color image of the scene. 

Typically, a topographic imaging system creates a 

point cloud. This is the imaged points with their 

three dimensions. The raw image is usually not in 

cartesian coordinates; spherical coordinates are 

more common. However, spherical coordinates can 

be converted into cartesian coordinates if the 

sensor is properly calibrated. 

In a point cloud, the points are not equally spaced 

in the three dimensions. For example, in many 

imaging techniques, the Z coordinate spacing or 

resolution depends on the distance of the point in 

the scene from the sensor. 

 Point clouds can be turned into depth maps. 

Typically, a depth map shows depth using either a 

gray-scale or a range of colors to represent depth. 

The point cloud from a topographic image can also 

be converted into a mesh which then can be 

rendered. Unless there is a 2D image to give the 

actual color or shade, the rendering will be a 

hypothetical color or shade. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6 -- Point Cloud 

Figure 7 -- Gray-Scale Depth Map 

Figure 8 -- Mesh Fit to Point Cloud 
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TOPOGRAPHIC IMAGING TECHNOLOGIES 
The following eleven imaging technologies are currently used in machine vision or are likely to 
be used in the future and will be discussed in this paper: 

 Laser profiler 
 Structured light 
 Stereo 
 Augmented stereo 
 Moiré interferometry 
 Shape from shading 
 Shape from polarization 
 Geometric pattern matching 
 Confocal imaging 
 Lidar 
 Time-of-flight (TOF) imaging 

The following imaging technologies have limited use in machine vision and are not covered: 
 Photogrammetry 
 Optical phase interferometry 
 Shape from shadows 

There are still more techniques for creating topographic images that are seldom used in 
machine vision and are not covered in this paper: 

 Light field imaging 
 Shape from focus 
 Spacetime stereo 
 Structure from motion 
 Holography 
 Conoscopic holography 
 Atomic force microscopy 
 Speckle interferometry 
 Optical coherence tomography 

SIMPLIFIED TAXONOMY OF TOPOGRAPHIC IMAGING 
TECHNOLOGIES 
It appears every discourse on 3D imaging must have a taxonomy for the different technologies. So, 

while it might be of questionable value, this paper provides a very simple one. 

One departure from must other 3D imaging taxonomies is this paper’s taxonomy does not distinguish 

between active and passive approaches. A passive approach is one which doesn’t require a specific 

light source. An active approach is one where the light source is an integral part of the ability to sense 

depth. It might seem reasonable to use this dichotomy, and in surveillance, it is very important. An 

active imaging system gives the party being observed the opportunity to detect and possibly avoid the 

surveillance. For machine vision applications, this detectability is not important and is therefore not 

included in the taxonomy. 
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Figure 9 -- Taxonomy of Topographic Imaging Techniques 

The taxonomy used in this paper has only three 

categories:  triangulation, time-of-flight, and the 

catch-all “other”. Triangulation relies on intersecting 

the scene from two directions with one camera and 

either a second camera or a light pattern. Time-of-

flight uses an observation based on the speed of 

light from the sensor to a point on the scene and 

back to the sensor. 

The other category collects techniques not covered 

by either of the previous two categories. Geometric 

pattern match relies on matching a two- or three-

dimensional model with the image from a camera. 

Confocal imaging relies on the correspondence 

between a focused light and the focus of a sensor 

such as an image sensor. Shape from polarization 

is a new technique, not yet in use but facilitated by 

an economical sensor from Sony, that uses the 

physical properties of polarization to determine 

information about shape. 

Figure 10 -- Triangulation 
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TRIANGULATION 
Triangulation uses the properties of triangles and trigonometry to determine shape and make 

measurements. Referring to Figure 10, the baseline and the angle α are known from calibration. From 

the knowledge of triangles, the angle β is easily determined. From the baseline and the angles α and 

β, the value for Distance can be calculated using the law of sines:  Distance / sin(α) = baseline / sin(β). 

Laser Profiler 

The laser profiler, illustrated in Figure 11, uses a 

plane of light, usually from a laser, and a 2D image 

sensor at a known, calibrated angle to the plane of 

light. The position of where the plane of light 

intersects the imaged object is indicated by the 

height of each point in the image along the 

illuminated line. 

Typically, a laser profiler application has the part 

moving past the light plane; as, for example, in 

measuring the shape of an extrusion. In some 

cases, the laser profiler is moved over the scene to 

build up an image of a part. 

Laser profiler equipment is sold by many companies for machine vision applications. It can be very 

high speed and extremely accurate in measuring height. 

A laser profiler is subject to several challenges, namely: obscuration, speckle, non-uniformity, and 

secondary reflections. 

OBSCURATION 
When the intersection of the laser plane with the 

surface is blocked from the camera’s view, there is 

no data – the camera’s view is obscured. 

Obscuration can happen with any imaging method 

relying on triangulation. One way to mitigate this 

problem, is to use two cameras, one on either side of 

the plane of laser light. This increases the cost and 

complexity of the imaging device. Also, it does not 

eliminate the possibility of all obscuration. For 

example, even with two cameras it is not possible to 

image the bottom of a deep hole. 

Figure 11 -- Laser Profiler 

Figure 12 -- Obscuration 
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SPECKLE 
Because laser light is coherent, it suffers from 

interference after reflection. This interference results 

in a grainy light. The presence of this grainy effect is 

called speckle. Speckle shows up in the image as a 

form of noise. 

Some implementations of laser profilers choose to 

use a LED as the light source rather than a laser. This 

eliminates speckle, but the LED illumination cannot 

produce as fine a line on the part as laser 

illumination. 

Laser profilers using lasers typically incorporate 

some specialized filtering in the preprocessing of the 

image to reduce the effects of speckle. 

NON-UNIFORMITY 
A laser beam has a Gaussian profile. When spread 

into a line, the light exhibits the Gaussian profile 

across its width and also along its length. This non-

uniformity, especially along the length of the line, if 

not reduced substantially, can cause loss of resolution and accuracy toward the ends of the laser line. 

Some laser profiler suppliers incorporate optics into the laser path that reduces the non-uniformity 

along the line. 

SECONDARY REFLECTION 
The light striking the part doesn’t just reflect back into 

the camera. It is usually scattered in a wide range of 

angles. Depending on the shape and material 

properties, the strongest reflection might actually 

strike another area of the part. The camera images 

this secondary reflection. How does it determine 

what is the correct light from the laser line and what 

is a secondary reflection?  Again, there are 

algorithms to help discriminate secondary reflections. 

However, such algorithms are not perfect for all 

situations, and may report invalid results. 

Figure 13 -- Speckle from Laser Illumination 

Figure 14 -- Laser Line Non-Uniformity 

Figure 15 -- Secondary Reflection 
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Structured Light 

The laser profiler requires motion of either the part 

under the sensor or the sensor over the part to 

acquire a complete image of a scene. This motion, 

if not already part of the process, is expensive and 

time consuming. 

The ability to project not just a single line of light but 

a known pattern of light covering all of the camera’s 

field-of-view provides the opportunity to avoid the 

need for motion. Or does it?  This will be explored 

in more detail below. 

The most common structured light pattern is a 

series of equally spaced light and dark bars. 

However, other patterns are used including sine 

waves which are easy to generate with software 

using DLP projectors, and pseudo-random dot 

patterns. 

Structured light systems suffer from obscuration and 

secondary reflections just like the laser profiler. 

Because most structured light sensors do not use 

lasers, they are free from speckle and have better 

uniformity than an expanded laser beam. This 

imaging approach adds an additional challenge not 

affecting laser profilers:  correspondence ambiguity. 

CORRESPONDENCE 
Looking at the imaging setup in Figure 16, we expect the image shown in Figure 18. The projected 

lines on the background are very evident. So are the projected lines on the object. In order to determine 

the height of the object, it is necessary to know which line on the object corresponds to which line on 

the background. Since all lines are the same, it is not possible to be sure which lines on the object 

correspond to which on the background. 

Compounding this problem is that higher accuracy in height measurement requires finer projected 

lines. 

Figure 16 -- Structured Light Imaging 

Figure 17 -- Structured Light Image 
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The solution advanced by most suppliers of 

structured light imaging systems is to use a series 

of patterns progressing from very coarse, usually 

just one light and one dark bar, to increasingly finer 

bars (see Figure 19). While this solution allows the 

resolution of the correspondence problem, it 

requires the acquisition and processing of more 

images. A wide variety of patterns ranging from 

simple bars, to bars that are phase shifted to bar 

patterns that are not uniform (e.g., gray-code), to 

color coded bars, to cross bar patterns, to bars of 

different gray levels, and so forth. With the advent 

of DLP projectors, projecting a series of very 

complex patterns is now very straight forward. 

Another approach to solving the correspondence 

problem is to use a pseudo-random dot pattern (see 

Figure 20). A single image can resolve 

correspondence ambiguity but with a decrease in 

detail that can be realized with the sequence of bar 

patterns. This approach was popularized in 

Microsoft’s Kinect 1 using infrared illumination. It 

works well for gesture recognition. It might also work 

well for detecting objects where fine detail does not 

need to be resolved. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18 -- Structured Light Image 

Figure 19 -- Structured Light Bar Pattern 
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Stereo 

Stereo imaging, shown in Figure 21, also called 

binocular imaging, is the use of two, or sometimes 

more, cameras imaging the same scene from 

different angles. Stereo imaging is one way, but not 

the only way, humans judge distance. Many animals 

also have stereo vision. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 20 -- Pseudo-Random Dot Pattern 

Figure 21 -- Stereo Imaging 

Figure 22 -- Stereo Camera System 
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The basis for stereo imaging is triangulation. The 

baseline between the two cameras is known as well 

as the angle of the two cameras with respect to the 

scene. An object, or a feature of an object such as a 

hole, appears in different locations in the images 

from the two cameras. This difference is called 

disparity. The greater the disparity, the closer the 

object is to the cameras. 

Stereo imaging also has challenges. One is 

obscuration leading to problems with 

correspondence of features. Another problem is that 

stereo only works when it can correlate features. A 

smooth surface without resolvable texture, cannot be 

sensed by stereo imaging. 

OBSCURATION 
Because each of the cameras views the scene from 

a different angle, there can be features visible to one 

camera that are not visible to the other camera. 

In some instances, there are features that cannot be 

matched in the pair of camera images, and depth 

data is not available. There are other instances when 

the processing of the images might result in a 

mismatching of features leading to a very distorted 

interpretation of depth. This potential for 

mismatching is called the correspondence problem. 

CORRESPONDENCE 
In stereo imaging significant feature points are 

extracted from each image (e.g., corners, edges, 

etc.). The stereo algorithm needs to determine which 

feature points from one camera correspond with 

those from the other. Of course, the potential for 

obscuration makes it possible, or maybe even likely, 

that not all feature points will have correspondence 

between camera images. Even when matches are 

possible, it is still possible for the stereo algorithm to 

mismatch feature points and return an erroneous 

correspondence. In Figure 24, the features detected 

Figure 23 -- Two Color Disparity Image 

Figure 24 -- Stereo Correspondence 
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in the two cameras can be determined as the points labeled “A”. They can also be interpreted as the 

points labeled “B”. 

When a surface is featureless, say smooth and 

round, such as in Figure 25, then the only features 

available are edges. However, any correspondence 

assigned to edges in this case will result in an 

erroneous result as shown by the red arrows. 

In fact, stereo imaging performs very poorly on 

smooth surfaces, especially curved ones, because 

there are no features to use to indicate the surface 

shape. 

 

Augmented Stereo 

The solution to using stereo imaging on a 

smooth surface is to augment the stereo by 

projecting a pattern onto the scene. Typically, 

a random dot pattern is used (see Figure 27), 

but many other patterns work well under most 

conditions. 

The light pattern reflecting off the surface 

creates features that can be matched in the 

stereo image pair to determine the disparity 

and provide the shape information. 

Figure 25 -- Stereo Correspondence on a Round 
Object 

Figure 26 -- Augmented Stereo Camera 
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Moiré Interferometry 

Everyone has observed a moiré interference pattern 

at some time. A typical instance is two screens laying 

on top of each other. The result is the appearance of 

continuous light and dark regions called fringes. 

Depending on how these screens are rotated, the 

fringe directions and spacings will change. If one 

screen is deformed a bit, the fringes will deviate in 

the area of the deformation. 

Knowing the pitch and spacing of the screens makes 

it possible to mathematically interpret the fringes to 

determine the relative angle of rotation and the 

magnitude of any deformation. 

Figure 27 -- Light Pattern for Augmented Stereo 

Figure 28 -- Moiré pattern 
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There are many proposed techniques for moiré 

imaging. In general, a light pattern is projected onto 

a scene through a grid of some sort. The scene is 

imaged through a corresponding grid. The two grids 

are parallel so, in principle, an imaged flat scene will 

be uniform if it is a plane parallel to the two grids. 

However, if the slope at a region in the scene varies 

from being parallel, fringes are produced. These 

fringes can be interpreted to reveal the slope of the 

region producing the fringes. 

Note that moiré imaging does not provide distance; it 

provides slope. Slope can be integrated to get 

distance provided there is a distance reference in the 

image (e.g., the background). 

While moiré imaging is a well-known technique, it’s 

use in industrial vision is quite limited. Possibly this is 

due to the complexity of getting and maintaining the 

two grids into alignment. 

Another problem is eliminating the grid from the 

image to just leave the fringes. The use of matched 

filtering in the frequency domain using the Fourier 

transform is one way this can be accomplished. 

TIME-OF-FLIGHT 
It was once considered impractical to use the speed of light because the timing accuracy needed for 

any practical imaging was considered far too complex for imaging. Technical advances have made 

imaging using the time it takes light to travel from the sensor to the scene and back again practical 

with resolutions useful for imaging. This section looks at two available technologies:  lidar, which 

stands for light detection and ranging, and time-of-flight imaging, also called flash lidar. 

Figure 29 -- Moiré Imaging 

Figure 30 -- Moiré Image 
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Lidar 

Lidar is basically a laser scanner that measures the 

time light takes to travel from the sensor to a point in 

the scene and back again. The light beam is scanned 

mechanically to cover the entire scene. In some of 

the more advanced lidar systems used for 

autonomous vehicle research, sixteen to 64 parallel 

beams are projected at once, and the assembly is 

rotated about an axis (only one direction of 

mechanical scanning) to gather a point cloud that can 

show objects around the vehicle. 

Originally, laser light was pulsed and the time 

between the emitted pulse and its detected return 

was measured to determine the distance from the 

sensor to the point on the scene. Another approach 

emerged in which the laser light is amplitude 

modulated and the phase between the emitted light 

and the detected light is measured. The phase 

difference gives the time, but with limitations. 

The phase discriminator can only resolve the phase 

of the returned signal compared to the emitted signal. 

That is, it cannot tell how many wavelengths of the 

modulation frequency elapsed, only the fraction of a 

wavelength. Therefore, there is an ambiguity. The 

detector can detect a change in distance within one-

half the wavelength of the modulation frequency. It 

cannot detect how many wavelengths. 

One solution to the ambiguity distance problem is to 

use a very low modulation frequency so one-half 

wave covers the entire detection range. Besides 

being unreliable, it would give very poor depth 

resolution. A more commonly used technique is to 

use two or more modulation frequencies so the difference in frequency between them is much greater 

than the depth detection range. This can slow the lidar a bit, but the improvement in performance is 

worth it. 

Lidar has the advantage that all its light is focused in a narrow beam striking just a very small region 

in the field-of-view. It has a sensing range exceeding 200 meters. 

Figure 31 -- Lidar with a Pulsed Light Source 

Figure 32 -- Lidar with a Modulated Light Source 

Figure 33 -- Ambiguity Distance 
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Time-of-Flight Imaging 

Similar to lidar, time-of-flight (TOF) imaging can use 

a pulsed light source It is sometimes called flash lidar 

because of its similarity to lidar except relying on only 

a single light flash to detect a 3D image. The detector 

is an imaging array in which each pixel has a timing 

circuit measuring the time between when it is 

triggered (at the start of the light pulse) and when it 

detects the returning pulse. 

In addition to the sensing element, each pixel needs to have a timing circuit. The result is these TOF 

image sensors measuring time, had very large pixels and low image resolution on the order of 320x240 

pixels. Still, the sensor worked well enough to make it into Microsoft’s Kinect II. However, the Kinect II 

has been discontinued. Still the TOF imaging sensor is much faster than lidar. 

A newer TOF imaging design uses a phase detector 

and modulated light. The phase detector is 

implemented with much less circuitry than the timer 

in earlier TOF sensors. These sensors have smaller 

pixels and achieve image resolutions exceeding 

1000x1000 pixels. Because these TOV sensors use 

modulated light, like lidar sensor using modulated 

light, they can suffer from ambiguity distance 

limitations. But again, using varying modulation 

frequencies can overcome this limitation. 

Because the light, pulsed or modulated, must illuminate the whole scene at one time, the light from a 

TOF sensor is not nearly as intense as that from a lidar sensor. The imaging range cannot extend 

much beyond 10 or 15 meters maximum. 

 

OTHER 3D IMAGING TECHNIQUES 
There ways other than triangulation and time-of-flight to get 3D image data. We will cover geometric 

pattern matching, confocal imaging, shape from shading, and shape from polarization. 

Figure 34 -- TOF Imaging Using Pulsed Light 

Figure 35 -- TOF Imaging Using Modulated Light 
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Geometric Pattern Matching 

Geometric pattern matching (GPM) uses a single 2D 

camera along with a 3D model of the object being 

imaged. Significant features (e.g., corners, holes, 

straight edges) are detected in the model and in the 

image of the actual part. These features are 

matched, and then a mathematical expression, an 

affine transform, is used to fit the features between 

the model and the image. In this way, the pose of the 

part in 3D is determined. 

While this is not actual 3D imaging, the surface of the 

part is not imaged, the result does give useful 3D 

data about the part’s location (in X, Y, and Z) as well 

as its pose (rotation in roll, pitch, and yaw). 

The elements of an affine transform are shown in 

Figure 37. The transforms can be combined into a 

single matrix. However, the order of rotations is 

critical. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Confocal Imaging 

The term “confocal” gives a large clue about how this technology works. “Con” meaning together, and 

“focal” meaning focus. A sensor and a light source are designed so they both focus to exactly the 

same point. 

Classical confocal imaging had a single light source focused to a point and a single detector also 

focused to a point. The sensor was mechanically scanned across the scene in X and Y. At each point 

in the scene, the sensor was moved in Z to obtain the brightest image. Confocal imaging could resolve 

nanometers in the Z direction but at the expense of being very slow. 

Figure 36 -- Features for GPM 

Figure 37 -- Affine Transform 
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Recent developments have improved the sensor design 

significantly. The first was a chromatic confocal design where 

lateral chromatic aberration is introduced in both the 

illumination and the sensing so at any point at some distance, 

a single wavelength will be in focus. A color sensor provides 

the peak color for that X-Y point to indicate the Z distance. 

While this didn’t eliminate the need for scanning the sensor 

in X and Y, it did eliminate the need for Z adjustment at each 

point and improving speed significantly. 

 

 

 

 

Shape from Shading 

Shape from shading, also called photometric stereo and computational imaging (although 

computational imaging extends to many other aspects of imaging than just shape from shading), 

extracts the shape of the object from the object from the shading cast by three or more light sources. 

The principle is that there is a reflection function, the 

bi-directional reflectance function or BDRF, that 

characterizes the reflection of a point on a surface. If 

the BDRF is known for every point on the surface and 

if the structure (direction) of the illumination is known, 

then the shape of the object can be determined from a single image. A very basic equation for the 

BDRF is shown in Figure 39. This equation does not take into account multiple light paths, specular 

reflection, variation with the wavelength of light, anisotropy, or other optical effects. The change in 

BDRF is related to the change in slope of the part’s surface and not the distance. The change in slope 

can be integrated to give distance as long as the scene contains some distance reference such as the 

background. 

Figure 38 -- Chromatic Confocal Sensing 

Figure 39 -- Very Basic BDRF 
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Of course, for real objects, the BDRF is not known. 

Again, in principle, if the part is illuminated from at 

least three directions, it is possible to solve for the 

BDRF (see Figure 40). For research purposes, 

researchers often use plain white ceramic items such 

as vases or statues. The plainness ensures the 

BDRF is virtually constant all over the part. The white 

color helps ensure a strong signal is received. In real 

applications the parts are almost never uniform and 

white. So, shape from shading, although available 

from a number of suppliers of machine vision 

equipment and software, has not proven to be useful 

for obtaining a 3D image. 

What shape from shading is proven useful for, is to 

detect surface characteristics such as edges. While 

the calculated BDRF is not accurate, abrupt changes 

in the BDRF are accurate and indicate edges or other 

features including scratches and other surface 

defects. For this reason, and not as a 3D imaging 

technique, shape from shading is becoming more 

widely used. 

 

Shape from Polarization 

An emerging development is shape from 

polarization. If an object is illuminated, preferably 

from an unpolarized point source, the reflected light 

from the object, both specular and diffuse becomes 

somewhat polarized. Again, in theory, if the 

polarization of the light is sensed, it is possible to fit 

the data to the Stokes parameters describing how 

light is polarized and determine the slope of the 

surface at each point in the image. 

With the introduction of a polarize sensing image 

sensor from Sony at a reasonable cost and its 

incorporation into cameras from several manufacturers, interest in shape from polarization is 

increasing. It is too early to know if this technology will emerge as practical for 3D imaging. 

 

Figure 40 -- Shape from Shading 

Figure 41 -- Shape from Shading Image and Point 
Cloud 

Figure 42 -- Polarize Sensing Image Sensor 
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Figure 43 -- Photomicrograph of Polarizers Over 
Sensing Elements 
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CONCLUSIONS 

As you would expect, there is a correlation between 

the resolution provided by a 3D image sensor and its 

volume-of-view. Just as with 2D imaging, as the size 

of the volume-of-view (field-of-view for 2D imaging) 

the resolution becomes coarser. 

Of the techniques described above, the laser profiler 

gives the highest resolution, but has a limited 

volume-of-view. Confocal imaging can give even 

higher resolution and is currently just a point sensor. 

This paper covered a number of 3D technologies 

already deployed for machine vision applications. 

These are: 

 Laser profiler 
 Structured light 
 Stereo 
 Augmented stereo 
 Moiré imaging 
 Lidar 
 Time-of-flight imaging 
 Geometric pattern matching 

The paper also covered several other emerging techniques, these are: 
 Confocal imaging 
 Shape from shading 
 Shape from polarization 

Here are the challenges to 3D imaging, some of which were covered above: 

Correspondence – Matching features within one image (structured light) or between features (stereo 

imaging) 

Obscuration – The inability to image certain areas of an image due to obstruction of the part imaged. 

This is a problem with all triangulation techniques. 

Ambiguity distance – For a modulated time-of-flight imaging, a half-wavelength of the modulating 

frequency. Most implementations solve this problem by using two or more modulation frequencies. 

Specular surfaces – highly polished surfaces not having diffuse reflection are problematic for all 

imaging modalities, both 2D and 3D. There has been some limited success with laser profilers where 

Figure 44 -- Performance Ranges for Select 3D 
Imaging Techniques 
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the light and camera can be placed at appropriate angles. Shape from shading, and possibly shape 

from polarization, have the ability to cope better with specular surfaces as the surfaces are illuminated 

from multiple directions 

Calibration – this problem is very manageable for 2D systems, Except for stereo imaging and perhaps 

time-of-flight imaging where a dot pattern or checkerboard pattern can be used, new calibration 

techniques are needed for 3D imaging that are appropriate for the specific technique. 

Part movement – some techniques; stereo, moiré, time-of-flight which only require a single acquisition 

can tolerate part movement as long as the exposure time is short enough to minimize blur. Other 

techniques such as structured light and lidar are much less tolerant of movement during the image 

acquisition. Still others like laser profilers and confocal techniques rely on the part moving or moving 

over the part in a very precise way. 

Sunlight – direct sunlight can overpower any image sensor and cause a loss of data. Laser profilers 

and time-of-flight imagers use nearly monochromatic illumination, and a narrow bandpass filter over 

the image sensor eliminates almost all interference from sunlight. 

Low light – most 3D imaging techniques supply their own light. Stereo is the only 3D technique that 

relies on external light and could be affected by low levels of illumination. Shape-from-shading and 

shape-from-polarization require a light source illuminating the scene in a known direction, and have 

their own light sources. 

Computational burden – 3D imaging provides more data than 2D imaging and therefore requires more 

computation than for 2D imaging. 

Light scattering and secondary reflection – Unexpected reflections can confuse most 3D imaging 

systems. The material above showed how this is possible with laser profilers. It also applies to 

structured light approaches. In time-of-flight imaging, lidar or TOF cameras, the reflections create a 

multi-path problem where the pixel receives two light signals differing in time or phase. Time-of-flight 

sensors using pulsed light are less susceptible to multi-path errors than those that use phase 

discrimination – once a sensor or pixel detects a return light pulse, it stops the timing, A second 

returned pulse from secondary reflection is ignored. 

Change in precision with a change in distance – all triangulation sensors have a resolution affected by 

distance. As the distance increases, the resolution in depth becomes progressively coarser. This is 

much less pronounced in time-of-flight sensing. However, even time-of-flight sensing will see some 

degradation in resolution as the returned light amplitude decreases with distance. 

Bokeh – this is the effect of part of the scene or volume-of-view being out of focus. Toward the ends 

of the range (near and far), the lens used for imaging does not produce a sharp image. In this condition, 

the performance of the image sensor will degrade. 
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